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AN ADDITIONAL 50 RENAULT TRUCKS Ts FOR THE PRÉVOST GROUP

Renault Trucks has presented the keys to the first of the 50 Renault Trucks T vehicles
ordered by the Prévost Group. This is a restatement of the company’s confidence in
the manufacturer after successfully testing 10 T vehicles earlier in the year. The fuel
savings, the product’s technical qualities and the efficiency of the Renault Trucks
aftersales service as well as the Guaranteed Made In France label, all convinced the
Prévost Group that it should add these 50 new vehicles to its fleet.
The Renault Trucks T, voted International Truck of the Year 2015 in September, continues to
win over customers. On 4 November 2014, the Prévost Group took delivery of the first of the
50 vehicles it has ordered. The key presentation ceremony was attended by Jean Claude
Bailly, Managing Director of Renault Trucks France and, for the Prévost Group, by Charles
Prévost, Chairman as well as Virginie and Julien Prévost, Managing Directors.
“We have had Renault Trucks vehicles in our fleet since the company was founded in 1977
and we are satisfied with the products and the efficiency of the aftersales service,” stateed
Charles Prévost, Chairman of the Prévost Group. “At the beginning of the year, we acquired
10 Renault Trucks Ts, enabling us to appreciate its qualities. This is why we have decided to
expand our fleet with these 50 new vehicles.” Charles Prévost continued, “The truck’s
reliability and technical innovations, together with the fuel savings were the key factors in our
purchasing decision.” He concluded by adding: “We are also particularly aware of the fact
that the new Renault Trucks range has the Guaranteed Made in France label, for it is
important for us to support the French manufacturing industry.”
“This order reasserts our long-lasting partnership with the Prévost Group,” stressed JeanClaude Bailly, the Managing Director of Renault Trucks France at the key presentation
ceremony on 4 November. He emphasised: “The first ten T vehicles in their fleet allowed our
customer to appreciate the Renault Trucks T’s qualities under actual operating conditions.
The fact that the Group has restated its confidence in this way is an extremely positive sign
for us.” Jean-Claude Bailly concluded with these words: “In more global terms, this new order
confirms the very positive impression this new range makes on our customers and
particularly the Renault Trucks T, which was voted International Truck of the Year for 2015.”
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About the Prévost Group
Founded in 1977, the Prévost Group currently has a workforce of 446, of whom 171 are
in Hungary. The company is specialised in discreet car transport, air and industrial freight,
express and event-led transport as well as logistics. Sogetti's main activity is chartered
transport. Prévost Luxe is specialised in logistics and sensitive transport for various different
sectors of activity. Security for all the Group's activities is provided by Prévost Sureté,
together with video surveillance and geolocation monitoring. Since 1992, the Prévost Group
also has a subsidiary in Hungary, Prévost Hungaria, specialised in air freight throughout
Europe, which operates 120 Renault Trucks vehicles, including 50 T models.
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